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HORIZON EUROPE 

Maximise its impact and deliver on the 

EU’s strategic priorities, such as the 

recovery, green and digital transitions, and 

tackles global challenges to improve the 

quality of our daily lives.

Strengthen EU science and technology 

by increasing investment in highly skilled 

people and cutting-edge research

Foster the EU’s industrial 

competiveness and its innovation 

performance, notably supporting market-

creating innovation via the European 

Innovation Council and the European 

Institute of Innovation and Technology.

Enhance access to excellence for 

researchers across Europe to foster 

participation and collaboration.

Main goals of the programme:

Horizon Europe will have a budget of around €95.5 billion 

for 2021-2027 (current prices). 
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Introduction to MSCA: Key features

Researchers’ 
training, skills and 

career 
development (all 
stages of career)

Excellent research 
in all domains 

(bottom-up 
approach)

International, 
cross-sectoral & 
interdisciplinary 

mobility

Attractive 
working and 
employment 
conditions

Structuring impact 
on organisations
through excellent 

programmes

Strong 
collaboration with 
industry and SMEs

➢ MSCA budget under Horizon Europe: 6,6B€
➢ Excellent Science (Pillar 1): reinforcing and extending the excellence of 

the EU’s science base
➢ Worldwide geographic coverage
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Evaluation results of MSCA SE 22
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Source: MSCA-NET SET OF GRAPHS ON HORIZON-MSCA-2022-SE CALL , ANNEX 7, Deliverable 3.2, 

2023



Applications vs. funding for projects with Slo 
participants in the last 4 years
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Najnovejše informacije za 
javnost, NCP MSCA v Obzorju 
Evropa 
(ncpmscaslovenija.blogspot.com)

https://ncpmscaslovenija.blogspot.com/
https://ncpmscaslovenija.blogspot.com/
https://ncpmscaslovenija.blogspot.com/
https://ncpmscaslovenija.blogspot.com/
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A few questions from the audience - 1 

1. How many partners are needed for a potentially successful project 
application? 

2. What is the desired ratio of partners from academia and industry?

3. How to find an industry partner?

4.To what extent does the applicant's research performance contribute 
to the success of the application? 

5. How important is research excellence in the evaluation (compared 
to other criteria) and how is it measured?
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A few questions from the audience - 2 

6. How does the experience of the technical staff influence the 
selection, e.g. if he/she has only been in a research-related position for 
a short time (this reduces the chance of success)?

7. What is the success rate of exchanges (approved applications) for 
technical staff?

8. What does the length of the exchange depend on? Is it a factor in 
the success of an application or does a longer exchange mean a higher 
chance of a successful application?

9. Can we carry out research work that we are already doing in other 
ongoing projects as part of this staff exchange?
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A few questions from the audience - 3 

10. How much time in prior should be planned for the preparation of 
the application? 

11. Is there any way to have partners from Canada?

12. What are the specific criteria that the evaluators are looking for? 

13. Who is responsible for the total project costs and the overall

project, including transportation and accommodation? 

14. How do you evaluate the project and the output after completing a 

project such as a research article or a patent?
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A few questions from the audience - 4 

15. How to motivate/commit staff for such visits, how to realistically

plan the durations, how to mitigate change - are there

potential/foreseen collaborations between MSCA staff and MSCA DN?

16. How does the call relate to European alliances/European

universities, in other words is it an advantage or not to connect a 

proposal to an alliance network? 

17. What gives the significant advantage from the proposal quality

perspective, in other words what is the first quality criteria that the

reviewers look at?
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NETWORK OF THE 

MARIE SKŁODOWSKA-CURIE ACTIONS

NATIONAL CONTACT POINTS

MSCA-NET has received funding from the European Union’s Research and 

Innovation Program Horizon Europe under the grant agreement No 101054477

stojan.sorcan@gov.si

https://ec.europa.eu/research/mariecurieactions

Najnovejše MSCA informacije: 

https://ncpmscaslovenija.blogspot.com/

mailto:stojan.sorcan@gov.si
https://ec.europa.eu/research/mariecurieactions
https://ncpmscaslovenija.blogspot.com/
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